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Abstract 

This paper is intended to raise awareness of temporal considerations in the product design 

process and to provide a framework to address these factors. Recent technologies along with 

insight drawn from the fields of cognitive psychology, cultural materialism and game theory can 

provide opportunities to address these temporal considerations and improve the relationship that 

develops between humans and products over time.  
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Much of a product designer’s effort tends to be directed towards creating aesthetically stunning products 

with a high degree of usability.  How could anyone argue against the balancing of form and function?  

However, several factors may be driving shifts in designers’ attention. While the quality of the product 

experience and attention to detail regarding the interface between the human and product have always 

been part of Industrial Designers’ concerns, the development of technology has elevated the importance of 

the interface design and the less tangible aspects of the user experience. Bill Moggridge the designer 

responsible for the physical form of the Grid Compass, the first clamshell laptop computer, recognized this 

phenomenon and had this to say after his first experience using the product:  

“I was surprised to find that I became absorbed in the interactions with the software almost 

immediately. I soon forgot all about the physical part of the design and found myself sucked 

down into the virtual world on the other side of the screen. All the work that I had done to make 

the object elegant to look at and to feel was forgotten …”  [Moggridge, 2007] 

      
Figure 1.The Grid Compass , introduced in 1982                                          Figure 2. Jonathan Ive in Gary Hustwit’s film, Objectified            



 

  

                 

In Gary Hustawit’s 2009 film Objectified, Jonathan Ive expresses  

a similar notion not only as an observation, but also as a design  

strategy. During his interview, Jonathan mentions that one of his  

interests as a designer is how we connect to the product, and in the  

case of the iPhone for example how “everything defers to the  

display,” he adds that a large portion of the role of Apple designers  

(in this case) is “getting design out of the way”.  
                                                                                                           
    Figure 3. Apple iPhone 

 

Technology has precipitated the shift in attention from the product form to the interface in a variety of ways.  

Miniaturization of electronics and the use of technologies such as touchscreen displays have allowed 

designers to create products that draw little from semantic reference – an observation Alice Rawsthorn has 

referred to as “ A demise of form follows function”  (Rawsthorn, 2009).  For example, it has become 

increasingly difficult to differentiate between the form factors of handheld technology and a bar of soap (if 

you can still find a bar of soap).  

When a human becomes engaged with digital realms, the physical product can quickly be relegated to an 

experience delivery system and the quality of the interface between technology and the user becomes a 

major determinant of user satisfaction. 

Paying Attention to the Effects of Time.  

As previously mentioned, designers typically give a fair amount of attention to usability – many equate 

intuitive use and ease of use with good design – While this may be important, especially at the point in 

which a consumer is making her decision to purchase the product, but, product satisfaction is usually 

derived over a longer period of time. When appropriate, designers should be aware of the trade-offs 

between ease of use and satisfaction that may occur.  An automatic transmission may not appeal to a 

want-to-be race car driver -- even if performance may be improved with the automatic transmission. 

Elements that facilitate intuitive use of a product may soon become unnecessary, or even annoying, as 

users become familiar with the product.  In fact it may be appropriate to build in progressively more 

challenging aspects to maintain interest and satisfaction.  

Software and game designers have learned to accommodate people with varying skill levels in creative 

ways; some applications provide explanations when a cursor pauses over an icon, suggestions for 

shortcuts may pop-up when doing a repetitious task, or hotkey shortcuts may be available to those that 

want to use them.  Sometimes an expertise level can be selected when playing an electronic game.    

These are all examples of accommodating different levels of familiarity or expertise. Changes in expertise 

naturally occur throughout the use of most products but are rarely accommodated by designers in the 

more physical realms.   

This paper introduces a model that can be used to understand the human-product relationship and to 

provide a process for design that deliberately considers the tangible and intangible effects of time on 

elements of this dynamic.  

 



 

Models Describing the Human-Product Relationship 

There have been several approaches from the perspective of related disciplines to make sense of the 

relationships between humans and objects.  In 1954 Wilbur Schramm proposed a model for 

communications that depicted an equal relationship between the encoder (sender) and decoder (receiver) 

of messages (Figure 1).  

 

 
 

                         

Figure 4.Osgood Schramm Model for Communication, 1954                        Figure 5. Model for Human-Product Dynamic 

 

This model was later interpreted to describe the human-product dynamic in terms of product semantics 

(Krippendorf, 1989). Figure 2 illustrates a typical application of this approach in which the Product is 

depicted as transmitting a stimulus to the human, and the human responds - this activity is surrounded by 

the context of the interaction, acknowledging that the context may have an influence in the interaction, 

such as when a person encounters a product in a particular culture or environment.  This model does not 

identify the interface between the human and product or other elements that can influence the relationship. 

 

Introduction of a New Model to Depict Elements that Effect the Human-Product Relationship  

The model illustrated in Figure 6 identifies the various 

components that can effect the human-product experience.  

The intersection between the Human sphere and the sphere 

that depicts the Product Environment represents the product 

experience. Three components are included in the Human 

sphere;  the internal Psycho-Emotional and 

Cognition/Knowledge elements, and the Physiological element 

that actually interacts with the product. Three components are 

also identified in the Product Environment sphere, the Product 

and the Activities and Players that are related to the product.       

The area in which the spheres overlap represents the Human-

Product Interface. The word interface here is used in its 

broadest sense - not necessarily facilitated by technology. 

whole system representing the Human-Product interaction is 

shown to be surrounded by the Cultural Context, indicating the 

potential cultural influence on the product experience. The 

time designation t 0 indicates that this is a single point in time 

and that all elements are subject to change with time. 

Figure 6. Components of the Human-Product 

Relationship                   © 2011 Larry Fenske 



 

This model acknowledges the role that each element plays in the product experience and the potential to 

effect the human-product relationship over time. Understanding the role that each of these elements can 

play in the product experience can help to identify opportunities for design.  

 

Factors that Effect the Human-Product Relationship  

Each component depicted in the model above (Figure 6) has the power to change the human- 

product relationship over time. Even if there are no changes except for the passing of time, the relationship 

may get stronger.  Time can create familiarity and attachment, or result in boredom. Psychologist Donald 

Norman has recognized the design challenges associated with the fact that humans have a tendency to 

pay less attention to familiar things, and that the human brain naturally adapts (brain activity diminishes) 

when repetitive experiences are encountered (Norman, 2004, p. 107).  

Human Elements  

The human elements include both the external or physical aspects, and the internal aspects of the person 

that may be receiving, interpreting and reacting to stimuli generated by the product or service.  

Physiological Elements - provides the external interface for human experience.  

Psycho-Emotional Elements - internal motivations and affect combine to interpret symbolism. These 

elements can be very complex and will vary with each individual, and, they can change over time. Despite 

the idiosyncratic complexity, trends in individuals and society can be observed. These elements can act as 

both cause and effect (influencer and response), in the dynamics of the human/product relationship. The 

significance of emotions in the perception of products has been validated by several noted psychologists 

[Norman (2004), Jordan (2000), Green (2000)]. 

Cognition and Knowledge - includes both cognitive processing abilities and knowledge gained from 

experience over time may affect the user/product relationship. Knowledge from past experiences can 

influence future experience. 

Changes in human physicality and cognitive development may occur over time or circumstance -- as is the 

case with young children and older adults. These elements serve to both facilitate and limit processing.  

 

Product Environment Elements 

Elements of the product system or service, includes objective or subjective attributes that are external to 

the human elements. Combined, these physical elements serve to identify the object and provide the basic 

physical stimuli that humans may respond to. 

Artifacts – the physical objects related to the product or service which may have properties of; form, visual 

aesthetics, weight, surface texture, color, sound, properties of materials and qualities that effect comfort 

and ergonomics.  

Activities - includes all physical activities, deliberate or accidental, that surround and influence the 

experience of interest.  

Players - represents people that may be involved on the product/service side of the experience, and 

peripheral people that may influence the experience. 

 



 

Interface (bi-directional)  

The word interface is used here in its broadest sense, as the intersection between the external and internal 

elements – not necessarily facilitated by technology. The human-product experience usually begins with 

the human physically initiating an experience followed by the perception of a product responding 

communication or action, but technology exists that can provide products with sensory abilities. It will likely 

become more common for products to respond to a human’s presence or gestures to initiate a product 

experience more autonomously, making the interface more natural and bi-directional. 

Possibilities for technologies to provide designers with the means to imbue products with emotions and 

personality traits are also developing (Desmet/Hekkert, 2009), [Jordan (1999)], (Picard, 1995).  As 

affective computing technology makes its way into the mainstream, products may interpret mood from 

changes in facial expressions or tone of voice. Already technologies such as multi-touch displays and 

voice recognition, allow for much more natural interactions with products.  

As products acquire more human-like properties, human-product relationships may begin to resemble 

inter-personal relationships. The nature and quality of this relationship may become an important design 

consideration. Designers may apply principles borrowed from social psychology to create more satisfying 

product experiences.  

 

Contextual Elements  

Product Environment / Context – besides Artifacts, Activities and Players, other elements in the Product 

Environment could effect the experience, such as; the physical location, ambient conditions, peripheral 

objects that are present in the environment, and subjective elements such as the aesthetic language. 

Cultural Context - is depicted as the environment for the experience that influences both the external 

physical/environmental elements and the internal emotional/intellectual components of the relationship. 

Cultural influencers may include; social capital, peer pressure, cultural trends, expectancies based on prior 

products and experience, etc. 

It should be noted that contexts are scalable and interactive – for instance the cultural contexts of a 

student’s; dorm, college, state, country or the world, may simultaneously influence a particular experience.   

 

Assessment of Temporal Effects by Extrapolation of Model 

In a broad sense the contextual references to past and future possibilities may enhance awareness that 

the combined experiences and affective choices of individuals over time may effect culture, but the 

practical implications of this model result from its facilitation of assessing the implications of future 

possibilities, and the opportunity to deliberately consider factors that effect the human-product connection 

over time. Using the proposed model (Figure 6), each component in the Human-Product Relationship can 

be identified and extrapolated to assess significant points in time to predict changes in the product 

experience and identify opportunities for design.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 7.  Temporal Extrapolation 

 

 

Demonstration of Extrapolation of Model 
 

Design Brief: Creation of a user interface appropriate for an educational computer application in which 

children from ages 3 – 6 can learn and practice spelling/reading.  

Process: To establish criteria for temporal consideration, the wants and needs for both the short and long 

term for all of the elements that effect the human-product relationship are reviewed referring to the model 

in (Figure 6), paying particular attention to the elements that change over time.  In this case key elements 

include the cognitive and physical abilities and levels of development (expertise) that change between the 

ages of 3 and 6 years old. Extending beyond age 6 can increase the useful life and value of the product 

could be a desirable outcome or (want), but not a necessity (need). 

Children at age 3 are learning, or have just mastered, the alphabet. The context of the alphabetical order 

in its entirety is important in recognition and recall. The recognition of letters in words and the association 

between the letters and the sounds that they represent is just beginning. At age 6 children are typically 

reading and are beginning to recognize patterns and more complex rules of phonics. When children 

master spelling and reading, educational will be focused on content, and the child may be adapting to the 

QWERTY keypad. 

 

Example Solution  

A concept was developed using the temporal considerations identified above (see Figure 8 below). The 

needs of the lower age group are accommodated with an interface that presents letters in alphabetical 

order.  Audio technology can reinforce the connection between the letters and the sounds that they 

represent by creating appropriate corresponding audio representation of letter sounds when a finger or 

cursor pauses over a letter.  When the proper letter is selected it will “stick” in place if a wrong letter is 

dragged in place it does not “stick” or appear in the spot – instead it disappears. As the child learns, 

reliance on the audio component diminishes. Upon successful completion responses would require 

progressively more difficult words.  Eventually the challenges could be presented as an audio prompt. 

The audio component can be turned off when the need to be reminded of letter sounds is “outgrown”.  But 

may be turned on again to facilitate learning the QWERTY keypad, and eventually “touch typing” at which 

point visual and audio confirmation of the letters selected may facilitate training.  

 



 

Figure 8. Example of product that accommodates 

temporal considerations.  Educational software has 

dual entry modes for alphabet entry to accommodate 

developmental changes in the user. 

 

   
 

Outline of Process: 
• Review “wants” and “needs” for short and long term 
• Identify key elements -- extrapolating experience models and learning objectives at significant points 

throughout the age range of interest,  
• Identify physical abilities 
• Emotional characteristics 
• Knowledge and Cognitive development (expertise) - establish goals  

• Children at age 3 are learning or have just mastered the alphabet and may be starting to recognize 
words and letter sounds.  

• At age 6 children are reading and are beginning to recognize patterns and rules of phonics. 
• At age 9 [to consider future trajectory] past spelling for the most part – perhaps learning/using 

QWERTY keyboard would be a possibility. 
 

• Identify relevant factors in the product environment such as peripheral objects that may be available  
• Input devices/sensors 

• Possible touchscreen (iPad® – like) 
• Keyboard 
• Microphone  

     
• Mouse  
• Possibly Gestural (wii ®/ Kinect®) 

• Output devices 
• Display 
• Printers 
• Speakers/Headphones 

 
Solution/Features: 
• Addressing the lowest age group needs with an interface that presents letters in alphabetical order. 
• When finger or cursor moves over a letter, the sound the letter makes is uttered by the system (unless 

you turn the speaker off).   
• When the proper letter is selected it will “stick” in place if a wrong letter is dragged in place it does not 

“stick” or appear in the spot – instead it disappears.  
• Upon successful completion of a word progressively more difficult word challenges are presented. 
• Letter sounds can be turned off when the need is “outgrown”. Long term benefit – program can be used 

to learn QWERTY keypad, and eventually “touch typing” at which point the audio letter identification may 
become helpful again.  
 

Result: Both the interface and the challenges presented coincide with changes in learning development. 
 
 



 

The relationship between humans and products is complex, involving practical needs and not-so-practical 

desires. The quality of the human-product relationship is affected by a range of attributes – from the 

tangible material events to the intangible, aspirational aspects. When a person decides to own one product 

over another, that product can be perceived as a signifier of the person’s values or aesthetics and an 

extension of personal identity.  The relationship between a human and what a product symbolizes 

regarding her personal image and social status can in fact be more important than the product’s apparent 

functionality [Norman (2004) p. 87].  

Over time, experiences and emotions associated with the product combine to build a rapport between the 

human and the product – a product that is comfortable can become comforting. Consideration of the 

effects of time in the design process may provide a key to addressing the elusive emotional response 

designers hope to achieve.   

Understanding the factors that affect this rapport over time not only affect the success of products and 

brands, but can also provide a potent tool to influence consumer behavior which may be necessary to 

address difficult challenges, such as environmental sustainability.  
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